SCRIPPS COLLEGE OF COMMUNICATION
GRADUATE STUDENT DEPARTMENTAL GRADUATION CLEARANCE

Return the original of this form by _______________ to the Associate Dean, 483 RTVC even if you do not approve this candidate for graduation.

Name: ___________________________ PID#: ___________________________

has applied for graduation for the Master’s ______ PHD ________ degree in the

School of _____ COMS _____ COMT _____ JOUR _____ MDIA _______ VICO during the

   Fall ______ Winter _______ Spring _______ Summer _______ Quarter 20 ________

Name of Advisor: ___________________________ Major Code: __________

ACCUM GPA (Min. 3.0): ______________________________ ACCUM HOURS EARNED: __________

DARS SUBSTITUTIONS / EXCEPTIONS

________________________________________________________________________

________________________________________________________________________

________________________________________________________________________

If the student is applying for Master’s, check one: _____ Readings _____ Research Paper

       _____ Thesis _____ Professional Project _____ Comprehensive Exam

DESIGNATE APPROPRIATE CERTIFICATION BELOW:

_____ This student IS expected to satisfy ALL departmental requirements for the degree by the end of the quarter.

   This student should be considered a HOLD until more information is available re. completing degree requirements.

_____ This student will NOT meet all requirements for graduation by the end of this quarter.

REASON (check all that apply):

_ Dissertation not completed.   _ Required courses not completed.
_ Master’s thesis not completed. _ Insufficient hours for graduation.
_ Master’s project not completed. _ Missing transcripts for prior degrees.
_ Comprehensive exam not completed. _ Other ______________________________

School Graduate Director Date | Associate Dean (if approved) Date

Forms for all candidates are sent to Schools on receipt of applications for graduation each quarter

Date form sent to Associate Dean: ______________________ Date form sent to Graduate Student

Services from College: ______________________